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Battlefield 5 gameplay pc

Image Credits: EA Battlefield V players on PC are looking for a treat, with a new update coming soon that will make it look and run better than ever. The update, due to be released tomorrow, February 12, will add Nvidia DLSS support. DLSS stands for Deep Learning Supersampling and is one of Nvidia's flagship features for its latest RTX 2000 series
graphics cards, such as the RTX 2080 Ti.Read more: Gigabyte GeForce GTX 1660 OC 6GIt's a rather complicated technology, but it has the potential to offer even more graphical fidelity to PC games, including Battlefield V. It uses super-sampling to render images at higher resolutions than your display can show, which helps deliver cleaner images without
being as resource-intensive as traditional santi aliasing. For a more detailed explanation of DLSS, see Nvidia's blog post about the technology behind the Turing graphics cards. The patch also brings performance improvements for DXR-Raytracing, which in turn should run the game and look better on the PC with compatible hardware. As explained in the full
patch notes, this update includes additional optimizations for DXR beam tracking performance and introduces NVIDIA DLSS in Battlefield V, which uses deep learning to improve game performance while maintaining visual quality. Four-player co-opWhile these two features are only for PC players (with compatible hardware), PC and console players will also
get a four-player co-op mode that allows them to team up with three other friends. Fan favorite mode Rush from previous Battlefields will also come soon.40 best PC games 2019: the must-play titles you don't want to miss Windows 10 Creators update added a new live game streaming feature. You can transfer your gameplay to your friends in real time
without any additional software. This feature uses Microsoft's Mixer service, which was originally called Beam, along with your Xbox gamertag. Unfortunately, it can't stream to Twitch, so you still need third-party software to do so. First, configure Game Broadcasting Settings RELATED: How to stream a PC game on Twitch with OBS before you start a live
stream, you can configure your game transfer settings by going to Settings &gt; Gaming &gt; Broadcasting in Windows. The default settings should work fine, but the microphone and webcam are disabled by default and will not be included in the stream. Here's what the various options do: Record audio when I send: The sound of the game will only be
transmitted if you enable this option. If you disable this option, simply send a silent video. Audio Quality: Choose different audio quality levels for your stream when Record audio. We recommend using the default 128kbps option because it provides a good compromise between quality and bandwidth requirements. Turn on the microphone when I send:
Enable this option so that Windows adds the audio from your microphone to your stream. You can speak and your viewers will hear your voice. Use Auto Echo Cancellation: Windows automatically tries to automatically, Echoes from the microphone when you enable this option. Microphone Volume and System Volume: Adjust these sliders to control the
volume of audio from your microphone and game. Broadcast game audio only: This is enabled by default and causes Windows to only send audio from the game you are playing, as well as audio from your microphone when it is enabled. Turn it off and Windows will broadcast all audio on your PC. Broadcast Language: This option allows you to specify the
language in which you will send so that viewers can find streams in their language. Use Camera when I send: Enable this option so that Windows adds a thumbnail of your webcam video to the stream so that your viewers can see you. Camera: Select the webcam device you want to use. Capture mouse pointers in broadcasts: Select whether to see the
mouse pointer in the stream. Start Broadcasting RELATED: How to start PC gameplay with Windows 10 game DVR and Game Bar, start the game you want to play, and then press Windows +G to open the Game Bar. Click the Broadcast button on the game bar. You can also press Windows+Alt+B to activate this feature immediately. These hotkeys can be
customized in the Settings &gt; Gaming &gt; Game window. The Broadcast Setup dialog box appears. Your Xbox Live gamertag and mixer channel will be displayed. You can also choose whether you want to include audio from your microphone and video from your webcam. To view the address of your channel where other people can watch you, click the
link to your channel. This opens your channel's web page, which you can then share with anyone you want. To start streaming, click Start Broadcast. During the transfer, a status window is displayed above the game. From left to right, the status indicators confirm that you are recording live, displaying the number of viewers you currently have, and counting
how long you have streamed. The buttons allow you to pause and resume your stream, stop the transmission, turn your microphone on or off, and turn your webcam on or off. The last two buttons allow you to view the chat messages associated with your channel and drag the status window to a different location on the screen. Share You can view the web
address of your mixer channel by clicking the link to your channel in the Broadcast Setup dialog box. Your channel has the same name as your Xbox Gamertag name. So if you click on the link, you will be redirected to the page with an address like this: . Give this address to your friends or someone else you want to share your gameplay with. Anyone who is
using the site can watch your stream live and chat with other viewers. Microsoft's mixer isn't quite as full as a third-party option like Twitch. While Microsoft clearly wants mixers to be a target, most people are looking for things they can watch on Twitch or YouTube Live. But mixer works well and is directly in 10, so it's really convenient for beginners to start
sending streamers. Support for transferring to Mixer is also built into Xbox One. While playing, press the Xbox button on the controller and go to Broadcast and Capture &gt; Broadcast &gt; Start the broadcast to get started. Source: Steam The atmospheric strategy horror game Othercide, which has been germinating since 2018, was one of the most
fascinating games to be shown at PAX East last February. With its minimalist color palette, mysterious premise and merciless gameplay, it certainly made an impression. Now that the release date is announced and less than a month away, here's what we know so far about this ambitious sophomore effort by Lightbulb Crew. Fight and sacrifice to save your
world Suffering invades from beyond the veil. Lead your team of daughters against an army of hellish monsters. Strategize, sacrifice, die and try again in this punishing tactical rogue RPG with a stylish horror theme. Othercide is a tactical RPG with Roguelite elements and a heavy horror theme. It is a new, strikingly original IP from the French indie game
studio Lightbulb Crew, released by Focus Home Interactive. Fans of cadre-based tactical strategy games like XCOM and grimdark roguelite RPGs like Darkest Dungeon should both be satisfied with what Othercide has to offer. You should expect a single-player, isometric turn-based experience with punitive tactical gameplay and a deep story, packaged in a
disturbing but beautiful gothic aesthetic. What is the story of Othercide? The game touts a story that is complex and profound, but so far, details about it are cryptic and vague. This is of design, since, according to Art Director Alexandre Chaudret, the game has an emerging narrative that only shows up to the player when they decide to go in search of him.
Fans of the FromSoftware game series Souls will already know this storytelling approach. The style often lets players draw their own conclusions based on hints of environment details and small crumbs of dialogue. What we do know at this stage is that you are running an army of female soldiers called daughters, somehow born from the memories and
experiences of an immortal warrior called a mother. You use this army to fight a horde of hellish creatures called Suffering – monsters similarly created from the painful memories and traumatic experiences of a tortured creature known as the Child. These grotesque living nightmares invade this dimension by placing a barrier Veils. It's all very mysterious and
Freudian, and you can look forward to discovering more about the history of the game when it's released at the end of this month. What is the gameplay of Othercide? Source: Steam Othercide's gameplay revolves around its strategic turn-based combat system. Player units and opponents position themselves on a square grid and attack each other, in XCOM
style. The game brings some to this recipe with its Dynamic Timeline System. It is similar to a modified initiative system, but the next move of each unit will come sooner or later, depending on how many action points they use during their current turn. Some abilities also have delayed actions that appear on the timeline. With effects that advance the twists of
friendly units or delay enemies, managing this timeline system will be critical to mastering The Battle of Othercide. Another unique gameplay aspect of Othercide is how the game deals with health recovery. The only way to heal a daughter is to sacrifice another daughter permanently after a fight. This high-stakes healing approach forces players to exercise
caution in combat and make some tough parenting decisions between fights. Source: Steam This isn't the only hard lesson That Othercide's gameplay has to teach. The game expects you to lose and start from the front eventually. The catch is that when you do it, you collect points to unlock reminders that give you more and more benefits for each new
attempt. This play-through loop, as well as the unit victims, permadeath, and randomized unit stats, are what this game deserves its Roguelite tag. The aesthetics of Othercide Source: Steam By far the most striking thing about Othercide is his art style. The game is completely black and white with red accents. The effect is striking and alien to the world; it
contributes a lot to the overall atmosphere of the game. It's a drastic change from the first release of Lightbulb Crew, the color-saturated Games of Glory. In addition, it integrates in interesting ways into the gameplay. Each daughter has a long red scarf, and when they lose their health, the red color empties like a health bar. Body horror is another aesthetic
element that Othercide uses effectively. Enemies are grotesque and disfigured, with extra limbs and faces appearing in all sorts of strange body-focused places. They also move with creepy twitches and lurches. To top it all off, unborn daughters grow in large tumor masses. The end effect, combined with the all-female player unit squad, feels something like
Sin City meets Cronenberg meets Nier: Automata. It's a bold art direction, and it makes Othercide visually outstanding. When does Othercide publish and on which platforms? In addition to the PC version on Steam, Othercide will also be available on PS4, Xbox One and Nintendo Switch. The official release date for Othercide is July 28 for PC, PS4 and Xbox
One, with a switch version on it sometime. There is still no word about a physical publication in stores, but check back for updates. You can now pre-order a digital copy for PC from Green Man Gaming. Fight and sacrifice to save your world Suffering invades from beyond the veil. Lead your team of daughters against an army of hellish monsters. Strategize,
sacrifice, die and try again in this punishing tactical rogue RPG with a stylish horror theme. Topic. Topic.
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